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Radiation damage 

as well as to account for the processes of excitation, ionization, and
charge-exchange that can result in species re-deposition. Likewise,
the interface between the surface and the bulk, where defect
creation is no longer influenced by the presence of a free surface,
is critical in determining the extent to which defect creation by
high-energy neutrons impact retention and permeation of hydro-
gen isotopes, with a significant unknown existing with respect to
the tritium permeation behavior in metallic PFC at elevated
temperatures.

Gaining a physical understanding and establishing a predictive
modeling capability in this critical PSI area requires that complex
and diverse physics occurring over a wide range of length
(Ångströms to meters) and time (femtoseconds to seconds, days
to years) scales be addressed simultaneously, and that extensive
physical processes across the plasma–surface-bulk materials inter-
faces be integrated. Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate phenomena that govern
the response of the materials surface to plasma exposure [9], and
the computational models that must be accurately integrated.
While vastly different length scales characterize the surface
(!nm) and plasma processes (!mm) as indicated in Fig. 1, the
plasma and the material’s surface are strongly coupled to each
other, mediated by an electrostatic and magnetic sheath, through
the nearly continuous exchange and recycling of incident ion and
neutral species and the re-deposition of eroded particles. These
interactions are more explicitly shown in Fig. 2, along with the cor-
responding time scales upon which they occur. These physical pro-
cesses occur over a disparate range of time scales, which poses a
challenge both to modeling, and experimental characterization of
both the individual and coupled processes. As one example, the high
probability (>90%) of prompt local ionization and re-deposition of
sputtered material atoms means that the surface material that is
in contact with the plasma is itself a plasma-deposited surface, as
opposed to the original well-ordered surface of the material that
existed at the beginning of operation [9]. Likewise, the recycling
of hydrogen plasma (fuel) is self-regulated through processes
involving near-surface diffusion, trapping, and gas bubble forma-
tion, coupled to the ionization that results from interactions with
the plasma. The multitude of time and length scales controlling
material evolution and device performance requires the develop-
ment not only of detailed physics models and computational

strategies at each of these scales, but also of computational algo-
rithms andmethods to couple them strongly and in such a way that
can be robustly and vigorously tested and validated. It is important
in this regard that PFC simulation tools capture the kinetic evolution
of defect and impurity species over diffusional timescales that are
inaccessible through molecular dynamics (MD) techniques alone.

As helium, deuterium or tritium particles bombard the surface,
they can reflect, induce sputtering of surface atoms, be adsorbed
onto the surface, or implanted below the surface depending on
the type of ion, and their kinetic energy and angle of incidence.
Likewise, sputtered or eroded material from a surface can be ion-
ized, transported through the plasma and re-deposited. Since
implantation energies are generally in the range of 10–1000 eV,
the implantation depth is generally only a few nanometers. As
more implanted particles accumulate within the surface layer,
eventually a steady-state condition can result, in which the flux
of species implanted into the materials is balanced by that released
from the material. The extent to which both surface morphology
and sub-surface defect creation and evolution processes driven
by neutron-induced damage influence the diffusion, trapping and
precipitation of hydrogen and helium species into gas bubbles is
an outstanding question that impacts the tritium permeation,
retention and near-surface saturation levels.

Tungsten has recently been selected as the sole divertor mate-
rial in ITER [10,11], and is the leading candidate material for DEMO
and future fusion reactors. Laboratory experiments performed in
linear plasma devices indicate the possibility of substantial surface
modification in tungsten exposed to low-energy, helium plasma, or
mixed helium–hydrogen plasma, although the observed surface
response is strongly temperature-dependent and likely dependent
on the ion energy and flux. Pitted surfaces are observed below
"1000 K [12], whereas a ‘‘nanostructured,’’ low-density ‘‘fuzz’’ or
‘‘coral’’ surface morphology is observed between approximately
1000 and 2000 K [13–16], while micron-sized holes, or pits, are
observed to form above about 2000 K [17,18]. The nanostructured
‘‘fuzz’’ has recently been observed in the divertor regions of a toka-
mak device operating with a helium plasma as well [19]. Such
surface features could lead to changes in heat transfer, fuel
(deuterium/tritium) retention [20], increased rates of erosion
through both sputtering and dust formation [21], and

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the synergistic plasma surface interaction processes that dictate material evolution and performance in the magnetic fusion plasma
environment, as reproduced from [9].
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•  Plasma-material interactions (PMI) in nuclear devices: 

  Cause the surface reconstruction of plasma-facing materials (PFMs, W) to 

roughness or even more complex nanostructures (mounds, fuzz, bubbles, pores 

and blisters) & ion (D/T/He) retention and sputtering of PFMs & degradation of 
structural materials. 
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•  Radiation damages:  Fission & Fusion 

•  Structural / PFMs:  Fe, Be, C, W, Mo, Alloy, …; 

•  High energy particles:  Electron (MeV),  Ion (D/T/He…, eV-keV),  Neutron (MeV); 

•  Defects and impurities:  Point defects, loops/clusters, impurities, …; 

•  Expts.: SEM/TEM/NRA/RGA/RBS/TDS/APT... (steady state detection, Spatial scale); 

•  Long-term evolution of microstructures? (Time scale). 

TEM	 Fe 

Dislocation 
loops 

Voids 

work [4,12], a high number density of Y–Ti–O nanoclusters along
the grain boundaries, and that the nanoclusters are He trapping
sites and preferential nucleation sites for He bubbles, Fig. 7b. The
two-grain boundary regions shown in Fig. 9 (right) are from the
same approximate depth and reveal a difference in the size of
the bubbles (2.5 and 1.8 nm), which is most likely due to differ-
ences in the orientation relationship between the grains, differ-
ences in the density of nanoclusters on the grain boundary, and
possibly differences in channeling due to the orientation of the
grains with the incident He ions.

The trapping of He at defect structures and nanoclusters at the
grain boundaries may be aided by enhanced diffusion of He along
the grain boundary [27]. Helium diffusion in many materials,
including Fe-Cr alloys, has been suggested to occur along grain
boundaries and dislocations by a pipe-diffusion mechanism [3].
The migration energy of a substitutional He atom along a grain
boundary or dislocation is reported to be !1.18 eV [4]. As shown
in Fig. 10, numerous bubbles are observed to lie along linear fea-
tures (arrowed) that are presumed to be dislocations. The esti-
mated diameters of bubbles on the dislocations, as a function of
fluence, are given in Table 2. There is little variation, within the er-
ror, of the size of bubbles regardless of the fluence. The bubbles in
the matrix surrounding the dislocations in Fig. 10 are slightly smal-
ler than those lying on the dislocations. This result is consistent
with the results presented in Table 2, and suggests that disloca-
tions may be the preferred nucleation points for He bubbles and
that saturation is rapidly achieved. Analysis of the TEM data indi-
cated that !12.2% of the He bubbles were located on dislocations.

4. Summary

A 14YWT nanostructured ferritic alloy was irradiated with He
ions to fluences up to 6.75 " 1021 He m#2 at 400 !C to simulate
He bubble formation in a candidate reactor material during the
lifetime of a nuclear reactor. A combined TEM and APT character-
ization approach revealed high number densities of He bubbles
in the ferrite matrix, on the surface of nanoclusters and Ti(N,C) pre-
cipitates, grain boundaries, and dislocations. The region of high
bubble density occurred over an !300 nm range at a depth similar
to, but slightly deeper than, the SRIM-predicted region of high He
concentrations. Except for bubbles on dislocations, the bubbles
were observed to increase in size with increasing fluence and high-
er local He concentrations. The combined TEM and APT data indi-
cates that !4.4% of the bubbles are located on coarse precipitates,
!12.2% at dislocations, !14.4% at grain boundaries, and !48.6% on
nanoclusters, and the remainder as isolated bubbles in the ferrite
matrix. The abundances of these different He trapping sites, partic-
ularly the high number density of nanoclusters, reduced the avail-

ability and mobility of He throughout the microstructure, and
therefore, the susceptibility of NFAs to He embrittlement.
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Radiation Damage 

•  Dynamical evolution of defects 

Long-term (ps-y), multi-scale (nm-m) and multi-micromechanisms coupling process. 
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•  Challenge: How to effectively couple atomic diffusion events with 

displacing and continuous processes at finite temperature.  

•  Sequential multi-scale modeling:  MC + DFT/MD + CD 
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Multi-scale Modeling 
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Sequential multi-scale modeling:  

 MC + DFT/MD + CD 
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Multi-scale Modeling 
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Monte Carlo simulation of primary radiation damage 

Binary collision 

Cascade/spike collision 

•  Primary radiation damage: Ballistic phase, in the range of ~ nm and the time-

scale of ~ sub-ps; two types of collision – binary & cascade/spike collision. 

•  Until now radiation damage simulation codes (like SRIM) have been limited 

in ability to describe 3D geometry, computational efficiency, or both.  

Advantages: MC vs MD 

•  Simple and high efficiency; 

•  Arbitrary 1D/3D structures; 

•  Accounting of electronic energy loss and 
multiple- and plural-scattering; 

•  No limitations in nanostructure sizes, ion 
energies, or availability of empirical inter-
atomic potentials. 

BCA 
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http://theory.issp.ac.cn/IM3D, MIT 

•  IM3D:  Primary radiation damage under ion irradiation 

 A 3D Parallel MC Code for Efficient Simulation of Primary Radiation Damage 

C & MPI 

 Li , Sci. Rep. 5 (2015) 18130. 

Efficiency ~ at least 2 orders higher 



•  Verification of IM3D       more details in Li’s poster  
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•  IM3D vs. SRIM for bulk  
•  Ion depth-distributions under ion implantation with different energies  

FC : KP ~ 2 

•  V depth-distribution predicted by full-cascade and Kinchin-Pease models 

Borschel et al., Nucl. Inst. Meth. Phys. Res. B 269 (2011) 2133. 
Stoller et al., Nucl. Inst. Meth. Phys. Res. B 310 (2013) 75. 
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•  IM3D:  Arbitrarily complex targets based on CSG/FETM methods 
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Li, Sci. Rep. 5 (2015) 18130. 
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•  Comparison of IM3D and SRIM 



•  IM3D: Open source/Graphical interface 

http://theory.issp.ac.cn/IM3D 



Sequential multi-scale modeling:  

 MC + DFT/MD + CD 
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•  CD model based on the mean-field rate theory is commonly employed to 
describe defect concentration evolution in a set of diffusion-reaction type 
master equations, by considering the generation, diffusion, reaction and 
absorption processes of point defects and clusters with a possible event list 
and rate coefficients in materials under thermal aging or irradiation.  

•  History: Theory 
•  Van’t Hoff-Arrhenius law - reaction rate coefficients (1889) 
•  Transition state theory (TST) - reaction rate/barrier (1932-1978) 
•  Classical rate theory - Master equations (Kramer, 1940) 
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Cluster Dynamics (CD) Model 
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1973 1970s-1990s 
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•  History: Numerical algorithms of mater equations (MEs) 

•  Difficulties: accuracy (no spatial correlation), efficiency (coupled ODEs) and 
                           stability (stiff system) 

•  Acceleration or coarse-graining approximate algorithms: 

•  Discrete phase-cut method 

•  Fokker-Plank approximation 

•  K-method & Grouping method 

•  Stochastic cluster dynamics 

•  Hybrid method, etc. 

•  Recent developments:  Multi-species, Space-resolved, Spatial correlation, … 

Kiritani, J. Phys. Soc. Japan 35 (1973) 95; 
Gillespie, J. Comput. Phys. 2 (1976) 403; 
Ghoniem et al., J. Nucl. Mater. 92 (1980) 121;  
Golubov et al., Philos. Mag. A 81 (2001) 643; 
Marian  & Bulatov, J. Nucl. Mater. 415 (2011) 84; 
Gherardi et al., Comput. Phys. Commun. 183 (2012) 1966; 
Xu et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 102 (2013) 011904; 
Ortiz et al., Phys. Rev. B 80 (2009) 134109; 
Dunn et al., J. Nucl. Mater. 443 (2013) 128. 
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•  Master equations：IRadMat 

•  Coarse-grained methods:  > 106       < 104 PDEs 

      Fokker-Plank 

      Group method 

      SRSCD                  CD + KMC 
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•   Defect production & diffusion 

•   Production: 
•    Electron:  e- (MeV),  Frenkel-pairs point defects 
•    Ion:          D+, T+, He+… (eV ~ keV),  point defects + clusters 
•    Neutron:  n (MeV),  cascade, dislocation loops, vacancy clusters 

Marian et al., J. Nucl. Mater. 462 (2015) 409. 

•  Point defects G(1): 

•  NRT model, cascade:  
•  Constant and uniform rate: neutron irradiation or transmutation 
•  SRIM/IM3D/MARLOWE: ions 

•  Size distribution function G(x): 

•  MD cascade: size/space distribution 
•  KMC annealing defect size/space distribution:  IM3D + OKMC 

GNRT ; GNRT 1− ε r( )

•  Diffusion:  Finite difference approximation with non-uniform mesh 

1558 Y. G. Li et al. / Commun. Comput. Phys., 11 (2012), pp. 1547-1568

with depth z over a large scale. Thus, the diffusion term at point j can then be expressed
by a finite difference approximation with a non-uniform mesh as [57],

∂2C
j
θ

∂z2 |θ=I,I2,V,X =
2

(1+δ)h

!

C
j+1
θ −C

j
θ

δh
−

C
j
θ−C

j−1
θ

h

"

, (2.31)

where h is the interval of the last mesh and δ > 1 is a parameter controlling the mesh
spacing to increase with point number of j.

Furthermore, in order to account for He desorption, the first-order boundary condi-
tions in both surface and sufficient depth are used [51]. Here, we assume that the flux of
He atoms at the surface is proportional to the concentration of He atoms and only lim-
ited by diffusion. This approximation is reasonable enough for that the migration energy
of He is only 0.06 eV in W, which can be regarded as a free diffusion. Otherwise, we
consider the surface as the sink for I, I2, and V in our model.

Here, the system of ODEs is solved by using lsoda subroutine packages [58], which
is well known as a liver-more solver for ODEs based on the explicit predictor-corrector
method with an automatic switch for stiff and non-stiff problems. In practice, the pa-
rameters are set as n ∼ hundreds, Nv ∼ several and Nx,Mx,Nz ∼ tenths in general, by
considering their respective precipitate size mentioned here. Thus the total number of
the ODEs is estimated by (NI+Nv+Nx+(Nv∗Mx))∗Nz, typically in the order of ∼ 103

here. Our code is efficient enough that no more than several hours are necessary for the
most time-consuming input condition when using a modern personal computer.

3 Results and discussions

It should be noted that in order to obtain more reliable results, the parameters must be
carefully chosen. We present the recommended parameters here by considering the pub-
lished values from experiments or ab initio/MD calculations as listed in Table 2.

The characteristic energies such as formation energy (E
f
θ |θ=I,V,He ), migration energy

(Em
θ |θ=I,V,He ) and binding energy (E

f
θ′n−θ |θ′,θ=I,V,He ) are the critical parameters for reaction

dynamics and must be considered correctly. By comparing different sources of data ob-
tained from experiments and calculations, the energies used here for point defects and
binary clusters in W are also listed in Table 2. While the binding energies of mobile
point defects (I, I2,V,X) with different types of large loops/clusters can be obtained by
the capillary law approximation (as in Eqs. (2.18) and (2.22)) or by atomic-scale calcu-
lations, as shown in Fig. 1. For dislocation loops with large sizes n, the values derived

from Eq. (2.18) with E
f
I =9.466 eV and Eb

I2
=2.12 eV for Eb

In−I are in good agreement with
ab initio calculated ones and also with the expression given by the elasticity theory of

Li, Commu. Comput. Phys. 11 (2012) 1547.   
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For the case of point defects emitted from dislocation loops, the rate coefficients are
obtained by the detail balance:
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where Eb
In−θ |θ=I,I2,V =E

f
θ −

(

E
f
In
−E

f
In−θ

)

are the binding energies of point defects (I, I2,V)
with dislocation loops, which can be estimated by the capillary law approximation [30,
48, 49],
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(2.18)

where E
f
θ |θ=I,V,In are the formation energies of SIAs, vacancies and dislocation loops,

and Eb
θ2
|θ=I,V are the binding energies of I2 and V2.

2.2.3 Rate coefficients for Vn−θ |θ=I,I2,V,He

The rate of absorption of point defects (I, I2,V,He) by spherical vacancy clusters is calcu-
lated according to the assumption of a diffusion limited regime

{

k+Vn+θ |θ=I,I2,He =4πrVn Dθ,
γ+

n =4πrVn DV ,
(2.19)

where rVn is the cluster (Vn) radius

rVn =

(

3nVat

4π

)1/3

+r0, (2.20)

with r0=
√

3a0/4.
Only the point defects of V and He are assumed to be emitted from a vacancy cluster

here. Their rate coefficients are also obtained by the detail balance:
⎧
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DV exp
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/

kBT
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(2.21)

where Eb
Vn−V and Eb

Vn−He are the binding energies of a vacancy cluster with a vacancy and
a He atom, respectively,

Eb
Vn−V =E

f
V+

Eb
V2
−E

f
V

22/3−1

[

n2/3−(n−1)2/3
]

, (2.22)
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|θ=I,V are the binding energies of I2 and V2.

2.2.3 Rate coefficients for Vn−θ |θ=I,I2,V,He

The rate of absorption of point defects (I, I2,V,He) by spherical vacancy clusters is calcu-
lated according to the assumption of a diffusion limited regime

{
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where Eb
Vn−V and Eb

Vn−He are the binding energies of a vacancy cluster with a vacancy and
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from CMSII-W and PSW exposed to pure and 10% He-
seeded D plasma at 500 K with a fluence of F=2
!1025 D /m2. Deuterium depth profile in CMSII-W shows a
maximum around 2 "m. The retention depth profile is
strongly correlated with the structure of W coatings. There is
a thin W layer of about 2 "m on the top of the surface of
CMSII-W coating due to fabrication procedure. The maxi-
mum of the D retention in 2 "m depth corresponds to the D
retention in the interface between this thin sublayer and coat-
ing itself. It is clear that the He seeding in D plasma does not
reduce the D retention on the depth of 3 "m in CMSII-W
but decreases the D trapping in the bulk deeper than 3 "m.
It seems that, although He is implanted very close to the
surface and does not diffuse on a long distance, at least,
higher than 1 "m, it can create strong stress field, and
modify solution sites and the D diffusion behavior.

Figure 14 shows the thermal desorption spectra of deu-
terium from CMSII-W and PSW irradiated by He-seeded D
plasmas at around room temperature !320 K" up to a fluence
of F=2!1025 D /m2. Thermal desorption spectra shows that
the nature of D trapping sites is the same for both PSW and
CMSII-W with and without He seeding in the D plasma.
Moreover, the D retention in low-energy traps !500 K peak"
is similar for PSW and CMSII-W while the D accumulation
in 1.45 eV !700 K peak" traps in CMSII-W is much higher
than that in PSW. This conclusion is consistent with the re-
sult from the depth profile measurements shown in Fig. 13.
However, the depth profile shows the reduction in the appar-
ent deuterium diffusion inside the bulk for both PSW and
CMSII-W as in the case of polycrystalline W. Consequently,
He acts as an apparent diffusion barrier for deuterium into
the bulk for both bulk W and W coatings.

E. Possible mechanism of the deuterium retention in
bulk W and W coatings

To better understand the mechanism of the D inventory
in different W grades under simultaneous implantation of D
and He with energies well below the threshold of atomic
displacement damage, the cross sectional SEM images of
three different W materials are shown in Fig. 15. ITER grade
W is characterized by big grains elongated normal to the
surface #Fig. 15!a"$. PSW has grains elongated along the
plasma-surface side and some cracks and pores along grain

boundaries are observed, which can be because of manufac-
turing procedure #Fig. 15!b"$. There are a high initial density
of traps and cracks normal to the surface in CMSII-W coat-
ing !7 "m" on carbon substrate and thin layer of about
2 "m on the top #Fig. 15!c"$.

Proposed mechanisms of D and He retention in different
W grades are also schematically shown in Fig. 15 for all
investigated W grades. Small dark circles indicate D atoms
and big circles indicate He atoms. In ITER grade W sample,
He is located near the plasma-surface side creating the strain
field and thus decreasing effective deuterium diffusion into
the bulk. It results in suppression of the formation of ion-
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dislocations. The traps of 1.45 eV can be associated with D
agglomeration in clusters in the form of D2 molecules and D
trapping by vacancies. Small amount of these traps are in-
trinsic and distributed over all entire thickness of W. High
amount of these traps are distributed near the implantation
side and grow up to saturation concentration, Wm, during
implantation.24 The presence of He+ ions in the D plasma
decreases the deuterium trapping in 600 K peak, namely,
suppress the formation of ion-induced traps of 1.45 eV. In the
case of He+ coimplantation with deuterium ions, deuterium
can have chemisorptionlike interaction with helium clusters
with a binding enthalpy close to that for a chemisorption
state, namely, about 2.1 eV. Indeed, seeding of He ions into
D plasma results in an appearance of additional high-
temperature peak of 1000 K in TDS as seen in Fig. 7. On the
other hand, the D release at 600 K corresponding to traps of
1.45 eV significantly decreases, which seems to be due to the
suppression of gaseous deuterium molecules formation. This
model is supported by depth profile measurements presented
in Fig. 8 which shows the deuterium distribution near the
plasma-facing surface in PCW exposed to pure and He-
seeded D plasmas at around room temperature. The D reten-
tion near the plasma-facing side up to 50 nm is higher in W
exposed to He-seeded D plasma which indicates the D inter-
action with He clusters or He bubbles. Consequently, Fig. 8
confirms D trapping by He clusters near the surface and re-

duction in D trapping in the bulk compared to the case of
pure D plasma during the long-term exposure.

The effect of the reduction in apparent D diffusion into
the bulk and the reduction in the ion-induced trap density by
He seeding becomes more pronounced with the increase in
exposure temperature because the amount of He in W in-
creases by its diffusion. Figure 9 shows D and He retention
in the ITER grade W exposed to pure and 10% He-seeded D
plasma up to a fluence of F=2!1025 D /m2 as a function of
exposure temperature. The helium retention increased with
the temperature while the deuterium retention decreased. In
the case of W ITER grade, the presence of 10% of He ions in
low-energy D plasma decreases the D retention by a factor of
5 at exposure temperature of 320 K and by a factor of 20 at
500 K as shown in Fig. 9. This is in agreement with Ref. 27,
where a reduction factor of 30 was reported at exposure tem-
perature of 473 K and fluence of 1026 D /m2. However, a
reduction in the D retention by 300 times was observed in
Ref. 7 for recrystallized W exposed to 5% He seeding in the
D plasma at 500 K and fluence of 1027 D /m2. It seems that
the He effect on the D retention increases with fluence. A
reduction factor of 20 was found in Ref. 7 at 700 K and
fluence of 1027 D /m2 which is much less compared to a
reduction factor of 300 at exposure temperature of 500 K. A
reduction factor of 8 is shown in Fig. 9 at 650 K and fluence
of 2!1025 D /m2. The coimplantation of D and He ions at
high temperatures "600 K could, probably, reduce the He
effect on the D retention. It seems that the maximum effect
of He seeding in the D plasma on the D retention in W is
around 500 K. This temperature effect needs further investi-
gation.

Figure 10 shows depth profiles of deuterium from ITER
grade W exposed to pure and 10% He-seeded deuterium
plasma at 500 K and a fluence of F=2!1025 D /m2. The
deuterium concentration in the W bulk decreases from
0.1 at. % for pure D plasma to 0.001 at. % by adding of
10% of He ions into D plasma. As shown in Ref. 15 for the
case of pure D plasma exposure, the D concentration at
depths above 1 #m is higher at 500 K compared to 300 K,
which is due to higher production rate of ion-induced de-
fects. One of the possible mechanisms of the reduction in
ion-induced trap density can be that the He clusters create a
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•  Plasma-surface interaction 
(PSI) :  Defect accumulation, D/T/
He re tent ion , embr i t t lement , 
swelling, bubbles, etc. 

•  SRIM/IM3D (initial distributions of 
defects) + CD (long-term evolution) 

A1. H/He retention in plasma-facing materials (PFMs) 

Ogorodnikova et al., J. Appl. Phys. 109 (2011) 013309;     Tokitani et al., J. Nucl. Mater. 337–339 (2005) 937. 

as well as to account for the processes of excitation, ionization, and
charge-exchange that can result in species re-deposition. Likewise,
the interface between the surface and the bulk, where defect
creation is no longer influenced by the presence of a free surface,
is critical in determining the extent to which defect creation by
high-energy neutrons impact retention and permeation of hydro-
gen isotopes, with a significant unknown existing with respect to
the tritium permeation behavior in metallic PFC at elevated
temperatures.

Gaining a physical understanding and establishing a predictive
modeling capability in this critical PSI area requires that complex
and diverse physics occurring over a wide range of length
(Ångströms to meters) and time (femtoseconds to seconds, days
to years) scales be addressed simultaneously, and that extensive
physical processes across the plasma–surface-bulk materials inter-
faces be integrated. Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate phenomena that govern
the response of the materials surface to plasma exposure [9], and
the computational models that must be accurately integrated.
While vastly different length scales characterize the surface
(!nm) and plasma processes (!mm) as indicated in Fig. 1, the
plasma and the material’s surface are strongly coupled to each
other, mediated by an electrostatic and magnetic sheath, through
the nearly continuous exchange and recycling of incident ion and
neutral species and the re-deposition of eroded particles. These
interactions are more explicitly shown in Fig. 2, along with the cor-
responding time scales upon which they occur. These physical pro-
cesses occur over a disparate range of time scales, which poses a
challenge both to modeling, and experimental characterization of
both the individual and coupled processes. As one example, the high
probability (>90%) of prompt local ionization and re-deposition of
sputtered material atoms means that the surface material that is
in contact with the plasma is itself a plasma-deposited surface, as
opposed to the original well-ordered surface of the material that
existed at the beginning of operation [9]. Likewise, the recycling
of hydrogen plasma (fuel) is self-regulated through processes
involving near-surface diffusion, trapping, and gas bubble forma-
tion, coupled to the ionization that results from interactions with
the plasma. The multitude of time and length scales controlling
material evolution and device performance requires the develop-
ment not only of detailed physics models and computational

strategies at each of these scales, but also of computational algo-
rithms andmethods to couple them strongly and in such a way that
can be robustly and vigorously tested and validated. It is important
in this regard that PFC simulation tools capture the kinetic evolution
of defect and impurity species over diffusional timescales that are
inaccessible through molecular dynamics (MD) techniques alone.

As helium, deuterium or tritium particles bombard the surface,
they can reflect, induce sputtering of surface atoms, be adsorbed
onto the surface, or implanted below the surface depending on
the type of ion, and their kinetic energy and angle of incidence.
Likewise, sputtered or eroded material from a surface can be ion-
ized, transported through the plasma and re-deposited. Since
implantation energies are generally in the range of 10–1000 eV,
the implantation depth is generally only a few nanometers. As
more implanted particles accumulate within the surface layer,
eventually a steady-state condition can result, in which the flux
of species implanted into the materials is balanced by that released
from the material. The extent to which both surface morphology
and sub-surface defect creation and evolution processes driven
by neutron-induced damage influence the diffusion, trapping and
precipitation of hydrogen and helium species into gas bubbles is
an outstanding question that impacts the tritium permeation,
retention and near-surface saturation levels.

Tungsten has recently been selected as the sole divertor mate-
rial in ITER [10,11], and is the leading candidate material for DEMO
and future fusion reactors. Laboratory experiments performed in
linear plasma devices indicate the possibility of substantial surface
modification in tungsten exposed to low-energy, helium plasma, or
mixed helium–hydrogen plasma, although the observed surface
response is strongly temperature-dependent and likely dependent
on the ion energy and flux. Pitted surfaces are observed below
"1000 K [12], whereas a ‘‘nanostructured,’’ low-density ‘‘fuzz’’ or
‘‘coral’’ surface morphology is observed between approximately
1000 and 2000 K [13–16], while micron-sized holes, or pits, are
observed to form above about 2000 K [17,18]. The nanostructured
‘‘fuzz’’ has recently been observed in the divertor regions of a toka-
mak device operating with a helium plasma as well [19]. Such
surface features could lead to changes in heat transfer, fuel
(deuterium/tritium) retention [20], increased rates of erosion
through both sputtering and dust formation [21], and

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the synergistic plasma surface interaction processes that dictate material evolution and performance in the magnetic fusion plasma
environment, as reproduced from [9].
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to D2 molecule has reversed, but the amount of D retention is almost in-219

variable with the increasing of temperature until about 400 K, which agrees220

with the measurement temperature that D starts desorption [2]. It can be221

deduced that the temperature below 400 K is not enough to induce thermal222

desorption, but improving the reaction rate of D atoms to the D2 molecules.223

With the temperature higher than 400 K, the amounts of D and D2 decreases224

dramatically, due to high diffusing ability of D and D2 at higher tempera-225

ture. Besides, the difference of diffusivity for D atoms (1.92 × 10−13m2s−1)226

and D2 molecules (1.02× 10−14m2s−1) leads to the presence of two thermal227

desorption peaks at 440 K and 460 K. In addition, we also find that nearly228

no desorption occurs for immobile D complex clusters below 500 K, due to229

their high binding energies.230
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•  The competition between capture and drift-diffusion processes & the 
difference in binding energies between H-H and He-He determine the 
retention behavior of H and He in W/Be. 
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Ning,  J. Nucl. Mater. 430 (2012) 20. 



Zhao, Nucl. Fusion 57 (2017) 086020.  

El-Atwani et al., Sci. Rep. 4 (2014) 4716. 

González et al., Nucl. Fusion 55 (2015) 113009. 

•  Larger He bubbles intend to accumulate at 

interfaces/GBs, with less He retention and 

damages left in grain interior. 

•  Higher H retention occurs in nanocrystaline 
W comparing to coarse-grained W 

A2. Effect of grain size on the behavior of H/He retention in W 

24 
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•  Effect of grain size on the behavior of H/He retention in W 

EHe
m = 0.06eV

EH
m = 0.39eV

57.6

d 2ρZDL
He ,   Sm

He d → 0

6

d ρZDL
He

,   Sm
He d →∞

•  H/He retention increases dramatically 

with decreasing grain size, due to the 

enhancement of H/He trapped in GBs. 

•  For W based PFMs coarse-grained 
crystals should be selected in practice. 

Zhao, Nucl. Fusion 57 (2017) 086020.  
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A3. H/He retention & radiation damage under practical conditions 

Alimov et al., J. Nucl. Mater. 441 (2013) 280. 

•  Effects of Pre-irradiation & ion energy/flux/fluence 

•  Synergistic irradiation of ions and neutron:  GI/V= 10-6 dpa/s 

•  First wall & Divertor 

Miyamoto et al., J. Nucl. Mater. 463 (2015) 333. 
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•  Synergistic radiation effects of He ions and neutrons  

He	-	W	

•  The defects produced by neutron 
irradiation prevent He diffusion into bulk, 
leading to He retention in near surface 
area and He total retention increase 

•  First wall – surface retention and damage 
     Divertor   – bulk retention and damage 

1 keV, 873K 
1020 m-2 

With Neutron 

With Neutron 

First Wall 18 2 1He, 1 ,10keV m s− −

Divertor 22 2 1He, 30 ,10eV m s− −

Li, Commu. Comput. Phys. 11 (2012) 1547;  J. Nucl. Mater. 431 (2012) 26. 

GI/V= 10-6 dpa/s 
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Defect Evolution under neutron Irradiation 

•  Defect production by neutron irradiation in CD 

•  Point defects G (1):  GI/V= 10-6 dpa/s 

•  Size distribution function  G (x):  MD, MC - OKMC (IM3D + MMonCa) 

GI/V= 10-6 dpa/s 

Zhao, to be published.  

~ nm 
~ fs - ps  

Fe 

Knaster et al., Nat. Phys. 12 (2016) 424. 
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Han et al., Acta. Mater. 60 (2012) 6341. 

Cu 

•  Anti-irradiation of NC materials:  Under what conditions? 

A4. Radiation tolerance in nano-crystalline (NC) materials 

A2Ti2O7 (A = Gd, Ho, 
Lu);  1 MeV Kr2+ 

MD: W - ∑5Tilt,  300 K, 10 keV

Wen et al. Acta Mater.110 (2016) 175. 

Zhang, J. Nucl. Mater. 458 (2015) 138.   

Bai et al., Science 327 (2010) 1631;  Ackland, Science 327 (2010) 1587. 

I-V recombination & I emission 
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Non-steady states (ns - 
∞): Diffusion bias?	

From ns to infinite 
time-scales, what 

are the effects of the 

diffusion bias and 

g r a i n s i z e s o n 

materials radiation 

tolerance? MD, 2 ns  W 873 K 

Extreme non-steady 
state (ns) 

Steady state (t = ∞) 
No effect of diffusion bias 

  
B

D
≡ − lg D

V
D

I( )

•  Steay-state chemical rate theory •  Diffusion bias: the ratio of mean 
diffusion distance per unit time 
between SIAs and vacancies. 

•  Effect of diffusion bias on radiation tolerance of Fe/W with 
different grain sizes 

CV = 1

BV

AV
2d−4 + 2BVK − AVd−2( )

AV = 57.6DV;   BV = 8π
a2 DV

DV

DI

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

1+ DI

DV

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

Shen, Nucl. Instr. Meth. B 266 (2008) 921. 
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CV = 1

BV

AV
2 d −4 + 2BVK − AVd −2( )

•  From non-steady states to the steady state 

CRT CRT 

CD CD 

Zhao & Wei, to be published.  

Ev
m = 0.67 eV Ev

m = 1.66 eV 
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•    Well established software for radiation defect behavior 

•  Inducing simple mathematic treatments 

Summary-I 

Sequential multi-scale modeling:  

 MC + DFT/MD + CD 



Summary-II 

Employ the sequential multi-scale modeling approach (MC+DFT/MD+CD) 

to study the dynamical behaviors of defects from atomic scale to mesoscale 

and from ps to years. 

•  H/He retention under ion irradiation 

    - Behaviors of H/He retention in poly-crystalline and nano-crystalline W/Be-

based PFMs are revealed under practical irradiation conditions. 

•  Defect accumulation under neutron irradiation 

     - Diffusion bias suppresses radiation resistance in nano-crystalline materials.    
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Thanks for your attention! 


